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Vacuum Rabi splitting is demonstrated in a GaAs double quantum dot system coupled with a coplanar

waveguide resonator. The coupling strength g, the decoherence rate of the quantum dot �, and the decay

rate of the resonator � are derived, assuring distinct vacuum Rabi oscillation in a strong coupling regime

[ðg; �; �Þ � ð30; 25; 8:0Þ MHz]. The magnitude of decoherence is consistently interpreted in terms of the

coupling of electrons to piezoelectric acoustic phonons in GaAs.
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Hybridizing different quantum systems is a key step for
implementing quantum information processing and quan-
tum communication in scalable systems [1]. For this sake,
coherent interaction between different qubits is essential.
The photon is a good medium to couple qubits, and the
interaction between qubits and photons has been investi-
gated in optical cavity QED experiments [2–4]. The recent
technological progress of superconducting qubits has made
it possible to couple solid state qubits and on-chip super-
conducting resonators, forming quantum buses (circuit
QED) [5–7]. According to recent theories [8–13], semi-
conductor quantum dots (QDs) are attractive building
blocks for circuit QED because of their high scalability,
controllability, and accessibility to the spin degree of
freedom. The qubit-resonator coupling strength g and the
decoherence rate of the system � are two important pa-
rameters in such systems: In a strong coupling regime
(g=�> 1), a qubit and a photon are no longer independent
physical entities but are coupled to form a dressed atom,
which can lead to fascinating effects like single-atom las-
ing [14,15]. Despite pioneering works of semiconductor-
based coupled systems [16,17], the realization of vacuum
Rabi oscillation has not been reported and coherent inter-
action in the strong coupling regime has been left to be
demonstrated. Here, we report a direct observation of
vacuum Rabi splitting in a GaAs=AlGaAs double quantum
dot (DQD) based charge qubit coupled with a supercon-
ducting coplanar waveguide (CPW) resonator: Coherent
oscillation between a single two-level system and single
photons has thus been indicated in a semiconductor-based
system. Quantitative analysis suggests that the decoher-
ence of the system is dominated by an intrinsic piezo-
electric effect in GaAs. This work thus paves the way
toward constructing solid-state hybrid devices for quantum
information processing and communication.

The device is shown in Figs. 1(a)–1(c) along with its
equivalent circuit in Fig. 1(d). A DQD [Fig. 1(c)] is formed
in a GaAs=AlGaAs heterostructure crystal containing a
two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) at a 90-nm depth
from the surface, where the electron mobility and the sheet
electron density are 90 m2=Vs and 2:3� 1015 m�2,

respectively, at 4.2 K. A superconducting CPW resonator
[Fig. 1(a)] is prepared by depositing a 200-nm-thick
aluminum layer on top of the crystal surface where the
2DEG is removed with 50-nm-deep wet etching. The
resonator is featured by the resonance frequency!0=2� ¼
8:3267 GHz and the decay rate �=2� ¼ 8:0 MHz at a base
temperature � 30 mK (in the condition when the DQD is
not formed). The resonator is capacitively coupled to the
DQD [Cr; see Figs. 1(c) and 1(d)]. Conductance through
the DQD is studied via the standard lock-in technique.
The microwave transmitted through the resonator is ampli-
fied with a cryogenic amplifier and studied with a vector
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FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Optical microscope image of the
coupled DQD-CPW resonator system. The location the where
DQD is coupled is marked by the red square, the blown up
version of which is shown in (b). (c) It is a scanning electron
microscope image of the DQD, defined by biasing metal
(NiCr=Au) gates GL (left), GC (center), and GR (right). The
right QD is capacitively coupled (Cr � 50 aF) with gate elec-
trode Gr to the resonator. (d) Equivalent circuit of the device.
The two QDs are designed to be nominally equal, except in the
presence of Gr. The resonator is weakly coupled at opposite ends
to the transmission line through Cc ¼ 3 fF.
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network analyzer [18]. All the measurements are made in a
dilution refrigerator at a base temperature below 40 mK.
Thermally excited microwave photons in the resonator are
completely neglected at 40 mK, with an estimated photon
number being less than 5� 10�5.

The conductance through the DQD is finite only in
the vicinity of charge triple points [Fig. 2(a)] [19].
Because of finite dipole coupling to the resonator, the
transmission amplitude and the phase of the resonator
exhibit structures along the side edges of the honeycombs
[Figs. 2(b) and 2(c)], where the DQD conductance is
vanishingly small. Prior to the experiments, photon
assisted tunneling (PAT) has been studied for the analysis
described later [20]. All the experimental results described
below have been carried out with low microwave power
such that the PAT is indiscernible. In a simplified model,
the resonance frequency of the coupled system is given by

½2�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
LðCþ 2Cc þ CDQDÞ

q
��1, where DQD is represented

by capacitance CDQD. The amplitude of CDQD is crucially

affected by the Coulomb blockade condition between the
reservoir and one of the QDs and/or between the QDs
because the electrical connection between them thereby
turns on or off. The structures in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c) are
more distinct along the (vertical) edges of the honeycomb,
where the Coulomb blockade between the reservoir and the
right QD is lifted. This feature arises from the fact that
the ‘‘right’’ QD is coupled to the resonator in our device.
(The DQD-resonator coupled system can be quantitatively
analyzed in more detail [18].)

The distinct signature of the strong coherent quantum
mechanical interaction between the two-level system
(DQD) and the microwave photons (resonator) shows up
when (i) the microwave power for the resonator is reduced
so that the number of photons in the resonator n < 1 and
(ii) the interdot tunneling is intensified from the level of
Fig. 2 by tuning VC for GC [18]: It manifests itself as two
sharp parallel structures in a region between two paired
charge triple points, as is shown in Fig. 3(b). Figure 3(a)

shows the electrical conductance through the DQD in the
vicinity of charge triple points. We find that the trans-
mission amplitude of the resonator [Fig. 3(b)] exhibits
remarkably sharp dips along two parallel lines connecting
the paired charge triple points: In this region, the interdot
Coulomb blockade is lifted and coherent interdot single-
electron tunneling takes pace by emitting or absorbing the
single microwave photon.
The transmission spectra of the resonator vary as VL and

VR are scanned along the dashed red line in Fig. 3(b), as is
shown in Fig. 4(a), where the horizontal coordinate is given
by the (unperturbed) interdot energy difference " [20].
The spectra show two sharp dip lines. The peak frequency
of the spectra exhibits distinct anticrossings, as is shown
in Fig. 4(b) [18], and the resonance linewidth increases
significantly in the vicinity of the anticrossing points
[Fig. 4(c)]. The anticrossings occur exactly at the " values

where the two-level energy splitting, � ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�2 þ 4t2

p
,

equals !0 [Fig. 4(d)]. Here, t is the interdot tunnel rate
of the DQD estimated to be t=2� � 1:5 GHz in the present
experiments [18].

FIG. 2 (color online). Charge stability diagram of the DQD represented on the plane of VL and VR, where VC ¼ �215 mV. (a) dc
conductance through the DQD, (b) the transmission amplitude, and (c) the phase of the CPW resonator. The microwave frequency is
fixed at 8.3267 GHz.

FIG. 3 (color online). (a) The DQD conductance and (b) the
resonator transmission amplitude at 8.3267 GHz in the vicinity
of charge triple points, with VC ¼ �200 mV.
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At the anticrossing points, the DQD and the resonator
coherently couple via photon exchange. The independent
description of the DQD and the resonator is thereby
replaced with a dressed atom picture represented by the

states, j�i¼ðje;0i�jg;1iÞ= ffiffiffi
2

p
[Fig. 4(d)], where jgðeÞ; ni

is the ground (excited) state of the DQD with n photons in
the resonator.
The DQD-resonator coupled system is described by

Ĥ ¼ @�

2
�̂z þ @!0

�
âyâþ 1

2

�
þ @gð�̂þâþ �̂�âyÞ; (1)

according to the Jaynes-Cummings model [8]. Here, �̂z,
�̂þ, and �̂� are the Pauli operators for the DQD, â (ây)
is the annihilation (creation) operator of a photon and g is
the coupling strength between the DQD and the resonator.
The resonance frequencies of the coupled system, !�, are
given by

!� ¼ �

2
þ!0

2
� 1

2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð��!0Þ2 þ 4g2

q
(2)

when n � 1 [21]. As is shown in Fig. 4(b), the experimen-
tal peak frequencies for the right (left) branch are well
reproduced by the theoretical curves of Eq. (2) with
g=2� ¼ 20ð30Þ MHz. We mention that these values of g
are consistent with theoretical expectations [18].
The decoherence rate of the system is derived from

the experimental linewidth in Fig. 4(c) to be �=2� ¼
10ð17Þ MHz for the right (left) branch. Hence, the
decoherence rate of the DQD is estimated to be �=2� ¼
12ð25Þ MHz for the right (left) branch. [Note that
(i) � ¼ ð�þ �Þ=2 because the system energy is equally
distributed between the DQD and the resonator in vacuum
Rabi oscillation and (ii) the decay rate of the resonator has
been determined to be �=2� ¼ 8:0 MHz in independent
measurements.] From these values, additional parameters
are derived [22]; viz., the number of Rabi oscillation flops
nRabi � g=� ¼ 2g=ð�þ �Þ ¼ 1:8ð2:0Þ, the critical photon
number n0 � �2=2g2 ¼ 0:2ð0:3Þ, and the critical atom
number N0 � 2��=g2 ¼ 0:5ð0:4Þ. The physical implica-
tion of these numbers is that two flops of vacuum Rabi
oscillation are expected (nRabi � 2) and that one photon
(atom) is sufficient to bring about saturation in the response
of the atom (photon) [n0ðN0Þ< 1]. We hence conclude that
the system is in a strong coupling regime with distinct
vacuum Rabi oscillation [23].
The decoherence rate of ourDQD,�=2� ¼ 12ð25Þ MHz,

is a sum of the energy relaxation rate �1 and the dephasing
rate ��; viz., � ¼ �1=2þ �� [24]. The energy relaxation is

primarily dominated by the emission of piezoelectric acous-
tic phonons in GaAs=AlGaAs DQDs [25,26], the rate of
which is estimated to be �1=2� � 8–40 MHz from the
pulsed gate measurements [27]. The fact that the estimated
decoherence rate of our DQD, �=2� ¼ 12ð25Þ MHz, is not
remarkably larger than the intrinsic energy relaxation rate
�1=2� � 8–40 MHz implies that the dephasing rate is small
[��=2�< �=2� ¼ 12ð25Þ MHz] in our device. In earlier

experiments [16], the anticrossing structure was not dis-
cerned, probably due to the high dephasing rate �� � g.

The dephasing rate of the gated GaAs=AlGaAs devices is

FIG. 4 (color online). (a) Transmission spectra of the resonator
as a function of interdot energy difference �. VL and VR are
scanned along the dashed red line in Fig. 3(b). The gate voltages
are converted to the energy difference in frequency units using a
conversion constant derived fromPATmeasurements [20]. (b) The
peak position and (c) the linewidth of the transmission spectra.
The solid red (dashed green) curve in (b) indicates theoretical
values [Eq. (2)], with g=2� ¼ 20ð30Þ MHz. (d) Energy diagram
of the DQD (thin dashed red curve, je; 0i), the resonator (hori-
zontal dotted blue line, jg; 1i) and the coupled system (solid green
curves, j�i). The corresponding quantumstates are denoted by the
respective colors.
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known to be highly device specific and is supposed to be
dominated by the background charge fluctuation [27,28].

The energy loss of the resonator �=2� ¼ 8:0 MHz
occurs through either the photon escape to the external
transmission line (coupling loss) or the photon loss inside
the resonator (internal loss) [29]. In our device, the coupling
capacitance Cc ¼ 3 fF is so small that the coupling loss is
negligibly small (�ext=2� ¼ 0:4 MHz). The internal loss
arises from the radiative loss, the metallic loss, and the
dielectric loss. In theCPWresonator used here, the radiative
loss is small because the resonator width is much smaller
than the wavelength and the metallic loss is negligible in
our superconducting CPW resonator. The dielectric loss is
hence dominant. The decay rate of a CPW is reported to
depend on the substrate material, where the order of the rate
is such that Si< sapphire< SiNx < SiO2 < AlN<MgO
[30]. The present authors find that this material-specific
feature, along with the absolute decay rates for respective
materials, can be consistently ascribed to the piezoelectric
effect; that is, oscillating electrical fields generated byCPW
resonators are absorbed to excite lattice vibration in the
substrate via piezoelectric interaction. From the piezoelec-
tric constant of GaAs d14 ¼ 2:7 pC=N [31], the decay rate
is estimated to be 1.6–16MHz [18], which roughly explains
the experimental value �=2� ¼ 8:0 MHz.

It is an extremely interesting challenge to realize semicon-
ductor circuit QED devices with a higher coupling-to-
decoherence ratio, g=�, for implementing highly integrated
quantum buses. Since the decoherence is dominated by
the intrinsic piezoelectric effect in GaAs, non- or less-
piezoactive materials such as Si, SiGe, and carbon-based
materials will be highly promising for constructing higher
performance semiconductor quantum devices.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated distinct vacuum
Rabi splitting in a strongly coupled GaAs DQD and CPW
resonator system. The mechanism of decoherence both for
the DQD and for the CPW resonator is suggested to be due
to the intrinsic piezoelectric effect. The present work not
only encourages the further challenge of developing GaAs-
based devices but also suggests expanding the effort to
less-piezoactive materials.
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